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Customer Context Platform – rule-based real-time
communication via website and apps

Highly personalized: messages for the customer
Today, the Customer Context Platform uses ACTICO business rules management to
determine the customer’s very personal situation via many channels, controls such things
as telephone banking, notifies the customer of transactions via push messaging, and
controls the use of personalized advertising media.
Tobias Horn, the technical product owner, talks about the technical challenges and shows
how a simple idea can become a pillar of ING-DiBa’s international digitalization offensive.

A pillar of ING-DiBa’s digitalization strategy is its focus on reacting to the customer’s
personal situation almost in real time and communicating with him in a way that is
appropriate to the situation.
An IT solution that provides real-time communication with customers
The goal was to offer a so-called “customer journey” across domains, one in which
the customer receives highly personalized information suiting his situation via various
communication channels in real time.
Because this would involve all ING-DiBa domain systems in the decision-making process,
the question was how the IT solution could be designed so that it could react to functional
requirements in a highly flexible, heterogeneous manner while fulfilling the expectations
of real-time communication. The result was the Customer Context Platform, located in
ING-DiBa’s Big Data department. The platform uses Kafka streaming technology to provide
large quantities of data without delay to a self-contained service infrastructure for
processing.

Tobias Horn, Technical Product
Owner, ING-DiBa AG
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Increased efficiency in compliance with innovative
technologies – best-practice approaches illustrated with
the example of detecting market abuse

Speeding up automation in compliance with
machine learning

Wash trades, improperly matched orders, ping orders, phantom orders, etc. - the EU
Market Abuse Directive obligates financial institutions to set up systems for
monitoring these forbidden practices in securities trading. Attempts at
manipulation and use of insider knowledge is now criminal as well. Fines have been
stiffened, and naming-and-shaming can be especially unpleasant. In 2017, the German
Federal Financial Supervisory Authority received 2,830 reports of suspicious activity
and it initiated around 800 market manipulation analyses.
The goal is to generate as many useful hits as possible.
What does this mean for financial institutions? The goal must be to monitor securities
transactions in a rule-based manner so as to generate as many helpful, companyspecific hits as possible which the compliance function can then analyze and process.
Sandra Reinhard (PPI AG) identifies the typical areas of tension during
implementation – the variety of data required, the involvement of the entire
organization, and the handling of the IT infrastructure, which usually has developed
historically – and provides a few tips on how they can be dealt with.

Sandra Reinhard, Manager, PPI AG

What is “digital”? Simple, appropriate, fast, and always available – but most of all
compliant! The number of regulatory requirements nearly quintupled between
2008 and 2015. ACTICO’s Volker Großmann and Thomas Ohlemacher describe why
customer relationships in the digital age are always a question of regulations and
how modern technologies make them manageable. Their example is digitalization
during client onboarding. During this process, it must be determined what the
customer profile and transaction behavior is, whether the customer is on a
sanctions or PEP list, and what financial products are suitable (product
suitability).
These are all business decisions that can be made on the basis of rule models
(business rules) in conjunction with machine learning. Intelligent decision
automation is thus the interplay between expert knowledge from the rule models
and data knowledge from machine learning.
Find out more: www.actico.com

Volker Großmann, CTO, (left) and
Thomas Ohlemacher,
Product Manager, ACTICO

During the breaks, attendees
enjoyed healthy fruit, croissants,
and a tasty buffet.

Lecture by Thomas Suchy and Thomas Ohlemacher, ACTICO

Compliance Suite: more effective with machine learning

The goal of RegTech is to implement regulatory requirements with modern
technologies. Examples of the new era of digitalization with ACTICO are state-of-theart web technologies and the machine learning approach. ACTICO Compliance Suite
uses business rules management to analyze unusual customer behavior that leads
to suspicion of such misconduct as money laundering and insider trading. There are
now completely new perspectives: the combination of business rules and machine
learning.

Interaction of ACTICO Compliance Suite with machine learning

Training
Machine Learning
Process

Thomas Suchy, Director
Projects & Solutions at ACTICO

How does machine learning work in Compliance Suite?
Machine learning models teach themselves to detect unusual transactions. Examples
are new scenarios of abusive behavior in securities trading or anomalies in payment
transactions that indicate money laundering.

Production

Machine learning also contributes to prioritization of compliance clarification:
In Compliance Suite, business rules are used to analyze unusual customer behavior
and display “hits”. Machine learning determines the probability of a given hit being a
true positive. The effect is that there are fewer false positives to clarify.
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Lecture by Volker Großmann, ACTICO

Intelligent Decision Automation:
Rules, DMN, machine learning

Companies make millions of operational decisions each day. The challenge is
reaching the best possible decisions and implementing them consistently and
traceably. Intelligent decision automation is initially based on business rule modeling
by experts on the basis of DMN standards, for instance.
Making decisions with rules and machine learning (ML)
Decisions based on rules can be further optimized with machine learning models,
ranging from feature engineering (data analysis and preparation for machine learning
training) to ML training itself (generation of optimized ML models that can be
executed immediately) to model validation (autonomous validation of the generated
ML model to ensure decision quality).

Volker Großmann, CTO, ACTICO
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“Cloud” is a managed service that encompasses the entire
ACTICO platform life cycle, including solutions, from conceptual
design, provisioning, installation, and updates and other
maintenance m
 easures to constant monitoring and optimization.



ACTICO’s Roland Straub introduces the advantages and
capabilities of the OMG decision model and notation
(DMN) standard. Using the example of a price calculation model,
he explains the three pillars of DMN in ACTICO Modeler 8:
•
•
•

Pierre-René Dietz exhibits the new addition to ACTICO’s
product portfolio: the “cloud” form of delivery.

RegTech in the cloud



Fabian Cotic gives an introduction to ACTICO Machine
Learning and shows how the generated ML models are
operationalized using business rules. Knowledge is generated
from data: An artificial system learns from examples and
can generalize them after completing the learning phase.

Decision requirements diagrams that define decision paths
and requirements such as necessary data and decision
results, competencies, and implementation requirements
The implementation of the decision logic in the form of
one of seven boxed expression types such as literal
expression and decision table
The definition of regulatory terms in Friendly Enough
Expression Language (FEEL).

It does not just learn the examples by heart, but it recognizes
patterns and laws in the learning data. This allows the system
to evaluate unknown data (learning transfer).
This learned knowledge is stored in a predictive model,
which is used within the IT systems.
DMN Live Modeling

Machine learning live
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Max Hofstetter, Avaloq Evolution AG, demonstrates the
benefits of the ACTICO Modeler‘s interaction with the
Avaloq Banking Suite.



The exponential growth of global data,
especially in unstructured media articles,
makes systematic screening difficult. The best
practice in the field of KYC is a risk-based approach,
which should also include an unstructured media
research. With conventional methods, this
requirement was usually met only with high manual
effort or inadequate quality.
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Adrian Mahn of Thomson Reuters answers the
following questions: What are the benefits
of structured screening and unstructured screening
against adverse media? What challenges do users
face when working with traditional media databases
or Google? Which AI-based approaches promise
relief?

Core Platform

Avaloq
Monitoring unstructured data in the KYC process with and without
artificial intelligence

Avaloq Business Rules Standard Adapter
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RegTech experts in conversation. From left: David Bundi, Thomas Ohlemacher, ACTICO,
Daniel Schiltknecht, Zürcher Kantonalbank, Philipp Rosenauer, PWC Legal, Switzerland

“RegTech Enables – RegTech is
not fiction but reality.“
David Bundi

Panel discussion
“RegTech is changing the IT architecture.
Specialized solutions continue to be developed
for complex tasks. These interact intensively with
each other and with other systems.
The result is an easier experience for
users and customers.“
Thomas Ohlemacher, ACTICO

Is RegTech more than compliance? Is RegTech already
talking place in reality? The business and IT experts on
the panel answer these questions with a clear „Yes.“
“RegTech is not only about adhering compliance
regulations; it is also the opportunity to learn
more about the customer and to offer him more
individualized services,“ says David Bundi.
He continues: “Tech is thus the enabler for banks and
insurance companies to meet regulatory requirements and
take their customer-centered activities to a new level.“

“Strong practical relevance with a mixture of
lectures and interaction.“
One attendee‘s summary

86
Percent

90
Percent

100
Percent

Good timing
86% of attendees thought that the lengths of the
presentations and of the event overall were perfect.
Some 3% even thought that it was too short.

Expectations fully met
90% of attendees confirmed that the
ACTICO RegTech Day had completely met
their expectations.

Satisfied with the opportunities for exchange
100% of the participants interviewed found the
opportunity for exchange good or very good.

Our heartfelt thanks to all the speakers for their
fascinating presentations!
ACTICO RegTech Day ended with an opportunity to mingle and discuss the
day‘s issues in more depth. The attendees were particularly interested
in interaction and the opportunity to discuss new options for their Reg
and Tech domains. The mixture of relevance, cooperation, and a wellbalanced combination of input and exchange opportunities provided
attendees with valuable suggestions for their own professional lives
which they could use as concrete starting points for future endeavors.

“Very exciting - great presentation“

Make the right decision every day.
ACTICO is a leading international provider of software
solutions and technologies for decision management.
In a digital world, it is necessary to process large
volumes of data and make real-time, consistent,
auditable decisions.
ACTICO software allows companies to implement highly
flexible applications to optimize their daily decisionmaking on a continuous basis. This enables them to
accelerate growth, innovate effectively, stay compliant,
and, as a result, increase profits.
Since 1997, ACTICO has delivered software and services
for our customers’ benefits. ACTICO is headquartered in
Germany with offices in the U.S. and Singapore.

#RegTechDay
www.actico.com

